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There a number of factors considered when an
Organizational Structure Realignment occurs

Business Strategy Structure OptionsDesign Parameters

Market Trends

Industry Trends

Customer Needs

Mission

Vision

Organizational Values

Competitors

Suppliers

Business performance

Employee Capability

History

Strategy Alignment

Process Effectiveness

Accountability

Hierarchy of Responsibilities

Performance Measurement

Efficiency/Cost Reduction

Centralization/Decentralization

Number of Organizational Levels

Span of Control

Company Culture

Functional

Product-based

Geography

Process-based

Customer-based

Hybrid

Matrix

Network

Modular

Virtual

??
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All Options have their Strengths and Weaknesses
Structure

Design
Description Strengths Weaknesses

Functional Organized by business functions, such
as Finance, Operations, Marketing,
etc…most traditional approach

• Simple and efficient
• Low employee skills required
• Reinforces technical competencies
• Easier  for managers to share job-related

knowledge with employees
• Economies of scale

• Limited flexibility
• Low knowledge transfer across  functions
• Low organization wide integration
• Differing priorities between departments
• Knowledge transferred through hierarchy
• Cross-functional cooperation hard
• Narrow, inward focus
• Limited authority per manager
• May be  hard to pinpoint accountability

Product Organized by product…more marketing
focused organizations

• Like products can be managed together
• Focuses on individual expertise
• Recognizes departmental  interdependencies
• Allows diversification and expansion of skills

Ensures accountability
• Increases dept  cohesion and involvement
• React quickly to market or product changes

• Requires resources for each product line/category.
• Duplication of certain activities
• May limit career expansion - specialist.
• Internal focus – lack of innovation
• Silos – promotes dept objectives over org’n
• Multiple role demands on people
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• Like products can be managed together
• Focuses on individual expertise
• Recognizes departmental  interdependencies
• Allows diversification and expansion of skills

Ensures accountability
• Increases dept  cohesion and involvement
• React quickly to market or product changes

Geography Organized by region - typical for highest level of large multi-national organizations

Process Organized around whole business
processes

• Responsive to environmental changes
• Responsibility can be  pinpointed
• Speedy decision-making
• Team spirit focused on product/service
• Reduces cycle time
• Improves customer responsiveness
• Less need for a hierarchy to link activities and

those related costs
• Broader development of skills

• Coordination difficult
• Lower economies of  scale
• Duplication of resources
• Sharing of resources is limited; cannot adjust for

workload peaks and valleys
• Sharing of best practices limited
• May continue unprofitable activities due to  “vested”

interest

Customer Organized by the type of customer such
as buyer segments, user groups

• Unique customer needs served
• Keeps organization aware of changes
• Accounts for regional differences
• Provides a sense for profitable services
• Allows creative/entrepreneurial style

• Little sharing of resources
• Duplicates services
• Internal processes evolve in different ways to serve

customers (overall mgmt hard)

Hybrid Combination of functional, product, geography and/or customer.  Most larger organizations are hybrids of these types
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All Options have their Strengths and Weaknesses (cont’d)

Structure
Design

Description Strengths Weaknesses

Matrix Breaks structure into multi-lines such
as product/service, industry sector,
geography, nationality
Focus is on reporting (e.g., LoBs,
external shareholders, regulators)
Typical of consulting, research,
universities

• Flexibility
• Focus on customers
• Reduces cycle time
• Speedy decision-making
• Less need for hierarchy (lower cost)
• Improves customer responsiveness
• Improved resource utilization
• Broadens skills - sharing of knowledge
• Increases communications units

• Multiple reporting relationships
• Inefficient coordination
• Incompatible with traditional management styles
• Ambiguity  creates discomfort at all levels
• Employees have multiple reporting relationships

- conflicting objectives
• Duality of roles and tasks
• Requires strong team skills
• Requires new HR processes

Network
/ Team / Spider

Organizing around customer or Process
(eg:  Case management, Process
management,  Virtual teams)
Less focus on org chart structure and
more on fluent workflow relationships
Typical of many Internet web-savvy
firms, start-up companies, mature
companies with Gen X & Y leadership

• Offers clear alignment with strategy
• Flexible, responsive, adaptive
• Alignment along process lines or projects for

example: Product development,  complex
financing, promotional campaign, consulting
project.

• Can be complex and confusing to those who
have a need to command and control

• Technological infrastructure required
• Workers are expected to be knowledgeable
• Requires specialists based within discipline or

common activity
• Team members movement in and out of

functional ‘homes’ may cause stress and
disruption
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• Alignment along process lines or projects for

example: Product development,  complex
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project.

• Can be complex and confusing to those who
have a need to command and control

• Technological infrastructure required
• Workers are expected to be knowledgeable
• Requires specialists based within discipline or

common activity
• Team members movement in and out of

functional ‘homes’ may cause stress and
disruption

Modular/
Outsourcing

A small core organization that
outsources major business functions
Typical of companies following an
Asset Owner, Asset Manager, Service
Provider business model

• Resources are shared
• Control over the use resides in the field
• Resources can be Centres of Excellence
• Demand begins with customer requirement
• Ensures transfer of knowledge and best practices

across organization
• Economies of scale
• Can mobilize resources to address peaks and

valleys
• Addresses local and overall needs

• Increased interdependency with service provider
• Loss of immediate control given contractual

relationship

Virtual
Organization

Larger organization  concept, where units of different firms join together in an alliance to pursue common strategic goals. Cooperation between
different legal entities. Example is VISA, dubbed by founder Dee Hock as a Chaordic Organization.
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What we have learned from previous experiences?

“We tend to think organizations run according to organizational charts.
The organizational chart is a map of formal procedures and processes
and does work in times of organizational stress.
But people always deviate and change from the legacy; that's what
causes organizations to change and to grow. It's only a bad thing if you
don't understand what's really going on. It's tough to see this when you
are part of the culture of an organization. But if you could fly at 50,000
feet above the organization, you'd see how the networks function and
how information flows within the organization.
Any network can unravel a hierarchy and any hierarchy can crush a
network.”

Dr. Karen Stephenson
Corporate Anthropologist

www.netform.com

Org structure realignment by itself is not
sufficient to ensure that work gets done.
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Conclusion:
You need to do both ”Vertical” and “Horizontal”

Vertical

 Organization Charts
 Need for Governance
 Hierarchy-based
 Power through Formal

Authority

Horizontal

 Networks
 Need to Deliver Results
 Process-based
 Power through Earned

Influence
+
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What each brings to the table

Vertical Horizontal
Realignment
Principles:
Consistency
Clarity
Accountability

Spells who is accountable and
“where the buck stops”.

Recognizes that knowledge networks
(trust) and hierarchical org structure
(governance) are mutually necessary.

Culture Lies underneath the org chart .
Reinforces a  “rule-based” culture.

Acknowledges that networks are the
infrastructure of culture.
Probes the readiness to shift to a
“values-based” culture.

Knowledge
Management

May address indirectly but usually
not a key success factor.
Assumes that moving bodies
around will help knowledge transfer.

Appreciates the importance of
networks capturing & sharing new and
existing knowledge to get work done.
Applies KM 2.0 principles and social
networking concepts.
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Knowledge
Management

May address indirectly but usually
not a key success factor.
Assumes that moving bodies
around will help knowledge transfer.

Appreciates the importance of
networks capturing & sharing new and
existing knowledge to get work done.
Applies KM 2.0 principles and social
networking concepts.

“The World is
Flat” - A world
moving faster
than most can
keep up with

“Snapshot in time” solution to
address current needs.
Will eventually require another
realignment event.

Networks can and will adapt to meet
changing needs.
Fixing the org structure becomes a
secondary issue.
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Summary of the Intervention Methods (cont’)

Vertical Horizontal

Employee
disruption

May be significant if relationships
and trust bonds are forcibly broken
and exasperated by physical
relocation.

Existing relationships are left as-is and
the ability to build new ones enabled.
Networks may not require physical
relocation of employees.

Level of
employee
engagement

Typically a few are selected by
Management based on position.
Sample chosen but usually not the
entire population due to $ reasons.
Can unfortunately generate “Being
done to me” feelings.

Anyone can get involved.
Self-managing – people who choose to
coordinate, cooperate, collaborate are
brokers. Those who choose not to are
bottlenecks and easy to identify.
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Typically a few are selected by
Management based on position.
Sample chosen but usually not the
entire population due to $ reasons.
Can unfortunately generate “Being
done to me” feelings.

Overall Risk High - “Fail-Safe”.
Can be difficult to adjust once
started down the track.

Low - “Safe-to-Fail”.
Easy to manage risk since can adjust
as we learn.
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The backbone of Culture are Networks

Vertical Horizontal
Culture Lies underneath the org chart .

Reinforces a  “rule-based” culture.
Acknowledges that networks are the
infrastructure of culture.
Probes the readiness to shift to a
“values-based” culture.

 Rules spell out what people
can or may do.

 Workers either embrace
them or spend time trying
to make things work under
the rules.

 Culture tends to be
management-oriented, with
an established managing
class and well-entrenched
bureaucracy.

 Governance is outside the
individual and set in the
rules.

 Employees believe in a set
of values and uphold them
through their actions rather
than simply complying with
rules.

 A values-based culture is
governed by should.

 Employees think what they
should do based on a value
and they act on it

 Individuals are self-
governing and hold
themselves accountable in
the name of the values.

Rule-based Values-based
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KM happens even if it isn’t formally supported

“An issue that is important to HR is how new hires are brought into the organization.
When new hires come in, 80 percent of their time is ineffective. They're bumping
around in outdated processes, reading manuals that don't make any sense and that
no one follows-essentially a random and, for the most part, inefficient walk through
the culture.
We've learned that the pattern really changes when they are grouped with people in a
network who can explain how work really gets done.”

Dr. Karen Stephenson
Corporate Anthropologist

www.netform.com

Vertical Horizontal
Knowledge
Management

May address indirectly but usually
not a key success factor.
Assumes that moving bodies
around will help knowledge transfer.

Appreciates the importance of
networks capturing & sharing new and
existing knowledge to get work done.
Applies KM 2.0 principles and social
networking concepts.
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Staying Accountable means being Robust and Resilient

Vertical Horizontal
“The World is
Flat” - A world
moving faster
than most can
keep up with

“Snapshot in time” solution to
address current needs.
Will eventually require another
realignment event.

Networks can and will adapt to meet
changing needs.
Fixing the org structure becomes a
secondary issue.
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Knowledge Networks control how things get done

“Humans are cantankerous, don't follow rules, are naturally creative, and tend to
step outside the lines. When they do, they create processes, behaviors, and
habits that don't follow the organizational chart. These are the knowledge
networks that control how things get done.
If you took an X-ray of the organization, you'd see four kinds of key networks:
the social network, the work network, the innovation network, and the expert
network. Networks have their own code, their own way of working.”

Dr. Karen Stephenson
Corporate Anthropologist

www.netform.com

Vertical Horizontal
Employee
disruption

May be significant if relationships
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and exasperated by physical
relocation.

Existing relationships are left as-is and
the ability to build new ones enabled
Networks may not require physical
relocation of employees.
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Anyone can be a leader of a network

“I did a study of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, and found that its
development and marketing groups—which needed to work in tandem—
were inadvertently ignoring each other.
Because one group was experienced and established, and the other was
young and new, they never really connected.”

Dr. Karen Stephenson
Corporate Anthropologist

www.netform.com
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Understand the Power of Networks to reduce Risk

“I did a study just before, and another one a year after, a major corporate
restructuring. The organization was very frustrated because they had a whole
new organizational structure, but the quality and the quantity of work they were
able to get done didn't change. After analyzing the networks, I discovered that all
the same networks were still in place and in the same patterns from before the
reorganization. The hierarchical chart may have changed, but the way the work
got done didn't.
At another organization, the exact opposite thing happened. Key people left, and
they took their networks with them. What remained was chaos.”

Dr. Karen Stephenson
Corporate Anthropologist
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Vertical Horizontal
Overall Risk High - “Fail-Safe”.

Can be difficult to adjust once
started down the track.

Low - “Safe-to-Fail”.
Easy to manage risk since can adjust
as we learn.
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Take Aways

1. When reviewing business processes, think in terms of networks and the
power (constructive and destructive) they can offer.

2. When documenting processes, expand beyond linear sequential
flowcharts  by recognizing how communication flows to get work tasks
done. Map reality, not just the ideal.  Recognize that workarounds are
critical pieces of tacit knowledge.

3. Avoid static process documentation which merely are snapshots in time.
Instead, enable process workers to update changes on-the-fly using KM
2.0 tools.

4. Let the horizontal network self-manage the system. Then periodically
have the vertical structure ensure governance integrity.
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